## SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
**CALIFORNIA COVID-19 VACCINATION PROGRAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Providers:</th>
<th>Resources: EZIZ.org/COVID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Program Enrollment & Vaccine Management

Programs:
- myCAvax
- (formerly CalVax/COVIDREadi)

**Resources:**
- Fill out provider agreement
- Request doses
- Report (replaces Wufoo forms) transfers/redistribution, vaccine waste, temperature excursions, shipment incidents

### Clinic Management and Reporting Daily Doses Administered

**Resources:**
- Replaces PrepMod
- Promote vaccination clinics
- Schedule appointments
- Track doses administered

**Link your EHR/EMR to My Turn and registry:**
- CAIR2
- Healthy Futures (San Joaquin)
- SDIR (San Diego)

### Reporting Adverse Reactions

- **VAERS**
  - Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
- **FDA**
  - Report reactions from medical supplies in ancillary kits

### Reporting Daily Inventory

- **VaccineFinder**

### Public:

**Info:** covid19.ca.gov/vaccines

**Vaccine Appointments**
- Find out eligibility
- Schedule appointments
- Volunteer to staff a clinic

**Reporting Adverse Events**
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